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 Application 

Use most of the diesel engine in the world 

including trucks, medium trucks, heavy trucks, 

super weight vehicles, tractors, small car, 

medium car, large car, machine work (the kind 

that use diesel engines for trucks)  

Including specific cases, like this:  

- First:  

Use professional for most of the electronic 

control system on the car with the most car 

manufacturers in the world to use diesel 

engines (including 12V and 24V): VOLVO, 

SCANIA , MERCEDES BENZ, ISUZU, 

FUSO, MACK, MAN, HYUNDAI, 

CUMMINS, HINO  

- Second:  

Read engine code for other new generation diesel 

engine (24V power), but not on the list above, but 

compatible with OBD-II standards for diesel 

engines: J1708, J1939, J1587 and ISO 09141  

(Example: Kenworth, Caterpillar, Eaton, John 

 Introduction 

- HD Scanner (Model PS2) is a device to 

determine faults Diesel engine is designed as a 

portable computer by using Windows-CE 

operating system with touch screen.  

- This is a diagnostic device integrates many 

professional functions and greatest variety 

available today.  

- Allows accurate diagnosis, stable, 

comprehensive, easy to use. 

- Dedicated to the Diesel Engine of Heavy Truck  

- Use the OBD-II standard for trucks and the 

individual standards depend on manufacturer.  

- Now, free updates for cars (currently supports 

up to 2010)  

- The ability to connect to Internet via WIFI 

allowing flexible working in the 

workshop. Automatic Wi-Fi updates available in 

new software releases 

- Windows CE operating system, liquid crystal 

display 800 x 600 pixels. Control directly on 

screen, showing a good quality picture.   

 Function 

1. Read / clear code of systems  

    + Engine control system  

    + Gearbox control system  

    + Electronic brake systems  

    + Instrument panel systems  

    + Vehicle management system  

    + Fuel System  
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- Third:  

Used for trucks in China, Taiwan and other 

countries that use the diesel engine manufacturers 

such as Cummins, Volvo, Scania, Mercedes 

Benz, Isuzu, Fuso, Mack, Man, Hyundai, Hino 

(Example: FAW truck, Vinaxuki, Dong Feng, 

Changhai ... manufacturer of China)   

 Advantage 

- A new technology product   

- Integrated many vehicles  

- Simple to use  

- Better mechanical strength  

- Reliable operation  

- Free updates via Internet  

- Technical assistance by professional technicians 

DTDAuto, long, free.  

- 1 year warranty

    + Damping control system  

    + Chassis control system  

    + Cruise control system  

    + Navigation system  

    + Air conditioning control system  

    + The other electronic control system on 

vehicle (depending on car)  

2. Displays the current parameters of the 

engine  

3. Activated, check actuators  

4. Inspection, adjust the air mixture ratio, 

nozzle, set the activation code for jet ...  

5. Read vehicle information such as ID, VIN, 

CIN ...  

6. The other special functions  

(Depending on the ECU of the manufacturer)

 Equipment Component 

- HD SCANNER equipment.  

- The connector accessories integrated in a 

suitcase and laptop.  

- User guide 
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